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ABSTRACT
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Assessing physical protection system efficiency is mostly done manually by security experts due
to the complexity of the assessment process and lack of tools. Computer aided numerical vulnerability analysis has been developed to quantitatively assess physical protection systems. A
variety of methods have been proposed to optimize physical protection systems, where one of
the most advanced approaches entails precisely defining which security components should be
selected and where they should be placed at protected facilities, taking into consideration adversary type, to maximize the probability that an adversary will be stopped at minimum system cost.
The most computationally intensive part of the optimization process is the evaluation. The evaluation involves recreating search space and finding optimal adversary’s attack paths from each
entry point. We present the domain experienced exploration method that optimizes evaluation
process during the search for optimum solutions, considering results from previous evaluations.
Performed experiments show that using the presented method, in real-world domains, results in
a reduction of evaluation iterations.
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1. Introduction
The basic function of any physical protection system is
to detect and delay an adversary’s attack so that security team can prevent the adversary from reaching the
intended target, such as people, valuable items and proprietary data [1]. An example of highly valuable target is
data centre whose destruction or sabotage causes possible downtime and the extraction or loss of data. For
that reason, beside energy management, event monitoring and effective maintenance, security system is a
key element of a highly available and secure data centre
[2–4]. The primary components of physical protection
systems are security cameras, intrusion detection system, video analytics, locks, vaults, monitoring application, etc. Selecting security components and their placement is part of physical protection system planning
and is typically executed by security analysts, based
mostly on experience. A disadvantage of this approach
is that the effectiveness of the physical protection system is assessed subjectively. An alternative approach is
to use computer aided numerical vulnerability analysis
to quantitatively assess physical protection systems. The
main concept of quantitative methods is to find possible
physical paths that an adversary could use to reach the
goal and to detect which paths give the adversary the
best probability of a successful attack. Once detected,
these paths are considered the most critical paths.
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One of the earliest papers on the numerical assessment of physical protection system [5] uses stochastic
modelling. A facility is presented as block diagrams
and networks and time that an adversary requires to
complete a task on an attack path and guard time
are expressed as probability density functions in the
complex domain, using Laplace transforms. Sandia
National Laboratories is very active in developing quantitative assessment methods. In the 1970s Sandia had
already developed a number of quantitative assessment methods, including the Estimate of Adversary
Sequence Interruption (EASI) method that is used
as the foundation for many other assessment methods [1,6]. Assessing protection systems requires that
a facility is modelled in a format appropriate for
numerical vulnerability analysis. Systematic Analysis
of Vulnerability to Intrusion (SAVI) [1] is a method
that expects the operator to define possible adversary
paths as adversary sequence diagram (ASD) – simple model where a facility is split in several adjacent
physical areas, between each are protection layers, containing path elements, interconnected via path segments. An improvement over this kind of model representation is SAPE – Systematic Analysis of Physical
Protection Effectiveness [7], where the facility layout
is split into a two-dimensional, grid-like map with
a certain resolution. This kind of representation is
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computationally-demanding due to the large number of
elements required for the model.
More advanced techniques, that allow automatization of assessment process, include methods where a
facility is defined in 3D applications, usually BIM –
Building Information Modeling, and then transferred
into the graph-based model, where nodes represent
facility building elements and edges are available paths
between them [8–10].
Finding critical paths in complex search space is
computationally expensive. Heuristic methods have an
advantage in this area as they decrease the number of
searches [11]. Informed search algorithms use a heuristic function that guides the search space exploration
based on problem-specific knowledge. Besides the wellknown heuristic algorithm A∗ [12,13], modern computer architectures allow running A∗ in parallel, using
algorithms such as PNBA∗ [14] and Meet in the middle
(M2M) [15] that starts parallel search from start and
end nodes and finishes in the middle of graph when all
requirements are met. Another approach in the search
for a critical path is using an ant colony optimization
algorithm [16].
Previously we presented tools to asses existing or
proposed physical protection systems. The next step
is to optimize the facility protection by placing security elements on critical paths. In this scenario, security
experts attempt to identify optimal tradeoffs between
system cost and probability of adversary interruption.
The optimization process is presented in Figure 1.
Different approaches have been proposed to help
security experts with system optimization. Some
authors use genetic algorithms for optimizing the coverage set (percentage values) of protection mechanisms
at available budget [17,18], or model-based methodology with Petri Net patterns [19]. More detailed optimization requires that method provide the exact selection of security components and their placement for

achieving near-optimal solution. A significant challenge in the optimization process is that there are many
possibilities for selecting security components and their
placement. If a security expert makes selections based
solely on experience, there is a high probability that
the selected combination will be far from an optimal
solution. Complex facilities and a variety of security
elements offer too many combinations for a human to
find near-optimal solutions, without using appropriate
tools. One method for solving such problems is using
evolutionary algorithms. Game-theoretic model has
been presented [20] that, besides considering security
elements properties and uncertainty of response force
times, considers budget limitations and the impact
of false alarms on system performance. Authors use
greedy algorithm to seed the genetic algorithm. This
model is extended with support for connecting between
weather, visibility conditions and intruder capabilities
with detection probability, and interruption probability is calculated including the impact of nuisance and
false alarm rates on operator performance [21]. Some of
the listed articles expect predefined budget or optimize
only one starting point or optimize predefined critical
paths, without taking into consideration that applying
security equipment changes critical paths.
Our approach considers all available starting points
for an adversary when optimizing protection systems.
Also, before each search iteration for critical paths, it
redefines search space based on selected security components so that calculated probability interruption is
always correct, and not approximated. The next chapter defines a model that is used for automatically finding
near-optimal solutions of physical protection systems.

2. Definitions
Let G = {V , E } be a graph where V is a set of vertices,
|V | = n, and E is the set of edges |E | = m. Each vertex is mapped to the element of facility that is being
protected, such as door, window or room. Vertex has
following properties:
dp(v) – detection probability.
pt(v) – time required for passing the element,
sn(v) – standard deviation of time required for
passing the element.
ae(v) – set of security elements available for applying to the facility element
ap(v) – set of applied security elements to the
facility element
co(v) – cost of applied security elements to the
facility element

Figure 1. Optimization process.

Let S , such that S ⊂ V (G), be a set of vertices that
could be used by an adversary as starting attack points
and let T , such that T ⊂ V (G), be a set that contains
vertex which is attacker target.
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The edges represent possible movement of the adversary from one vertex to the other. Graph is directed,
edges are defined as eij = (vi , vj ), where eij ∈ E .
Edge has following properties:
pt(eij ) – time required for passing from vertex vi to
vertex vj ,
sn(eij ) – standard deviation of time required for
passing from vertex vi to vertex vj ,

(1)

so that
f (pi ) = f (v1 e12 v2 . . . vN−1 eN−1N vN ) = min(PI ) (2)
where PI is probability that adversary would be detected
and intercepted before reaching the target vertex vt  T .
Interruption probability can be calculated as
PI = PR1 PD1 PC +

N


PRi PDi Pc ·

i=2

i−1


(1 − PDj Pc ) (3)

j=1

where PRi is a probability that security guards will arrive
from vertex vi to target vertex vt before adversary, PDi is
a probability that adversary will be detected at vi , and PC
is a probability that communication is successful during
detection and response.
Probability detection PDi is a function of independent detection probability of all security elements
applied at vertex vi and equals dp(vi ).
Probability function PRi is calculated as:

PRi = E(Tui > 0, sn ) =

∞
0

1
√ e
sni 2π

(t−TUi )2
2s2ni

dt

(4)

TUi is difference between time required for guard to
reach vt after adversary is detected TG , and TRi –
time required
i for adversary to reach vi from v1 .
TRi equals
j=1 pt(x), where x is element of path
(v1 e12 v2 . . . vi−1 ei−1i vi ).
TUi = TG − TRi

(5)

Standard deviation sn of TUi equals
s2ni (TUi ) = s2ni (TRi − TG ) = s2n (TRi ) + s2n (TG )

(6)

System cost can be calculated as
cost(G) =

n


co(vi ), where vi ∈ V

minimal cost of security system cost(G), a maximum
probability that adversary is stopped PI is achieved.
This is a multi-objective problem, where number of
m
possible solutions
n for each adversary type is |S | · 2 ,
having m = i=1 |ae(vi )| where n = |V |.
The goal is to find a set of non-dominated solutions
within an entire feasible search space.
P∗ = {x ∈ |¬∃x ∈ F(x ) ≤ F(x)}

(8)

Such set is called the pareto-optimal or non-dominated
set.

For each element of set S , we could find a path
pi := (v1 e12 v2 . . . vN−1 eN−1N vN )
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(7)

i=1

3. Optimization problem
The objective is to find which security elements from
ae(v) should be applied to facility elements, so that for

f (x) = (F(x), cost(x))

(9)

Figure 2 shows set of solutions where Pareto-optimal
solutions are presented as rounded marks, while nonoptimal solutions are presented as squares.
F is a fitness function and represents average value
of probability that adversary will be successful in his
attack. If PI equals 0, then penalty is introduced so that
optimization algorithm finds solutions where PI = 0 is
omitted.

|S |
PI (xi ), PI (xi ) > 0
i=1 f (xi )
−|S |, PI (xi ) = 0
(10)
F(x) =
|S |
3.1. Problem optimization
We optimize finding the solution in two steps. The first
step is graph pruning, where the algorithm removes
vertices and associated edges from the search space. The
second step is introducing an algorithm that uses previously acquired knowledge about found solutions to
speed up the evaluation of proposed solution.
3.1.1. Pruning the search space
Pruning the search space could be accomplished by
repeatedly finding critical paths and applying all available security elements to nodes on critical paths until
there are no new nodes found on critical paths. Nodes
that are not included in a set of found on critical paths
during the search, have no significance to optimization results. Therefore, they could be removed from the
search space, together with associated edges. Pseudo
code is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 4 shows a simple graph, used for an explanation of the pruning algorithm. A search for a critical
adversary path, if there are no security elements implemented, would find path (A, B, E). In the first step, the
pruning algorithm would place found nodes A, B and
E to set FN and assign them to all available security
elements to achieve maximum security for that path.
The next search for a critical path would find (A, C,
E) as the most critical. Node C is not present in set
FN so the algorithm would place all assignable security elements to node C and add C to FN . Therefore,
the set of all found vertices in critical paths FN equals
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Figure 2. Pareto front in optimizing physical security system.

Figure 3. Pruning search space algorithm.

{A, B, E, C}. Further search would find (A, B, E) or (A,
C, E) as the new critical path. Since both possible result
sets are proper subsets of found nodes set, there are no
new nodes found and the algorithm can stop searching
for new critical paths. The pruned search space is then
created using vertices in FN set {A, B, E, C} and associated edges. Node D does not appear in any critical path,
so it is safely removed from search space.
3.1.2. Domain experienced exploration (DEX2)
method
For a facility that has five entry elements, fifteen positions to place security elements and 3 security elements
that could be applied per each position, it would take
5×23×15 or 1.76×1014 evaluations to calculate all possible solutions. Real facilities could have tens to hundreds
of possible entries, thousands of positions to place security elements and choices for tens to hundreds of security elements. Therefore, brute-force calculation is not
a viable option for this problem.
Searching for minimal cost of security system which
achieves a maximum probability that adversary is

Figure 4. Simple graph for explanation of pruning algorithm.

stopped makes it a multiple, competing objectives problem. Simultaneous optimization of competing objectives, lowest system price and highest probability to
stop adversary, can be achieved by combining those two
values via utility functions, as a weighted sum, into a
single scalar value that is optimized as a single objective [22]. Utility function is not well known prior to the
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optimization process so there are few drawbacks if the
single objective optimization method is used for solving multi-objective optimization problem. The result of
such method depends on weight coefficients so optimal
solution could be unacceptable due to an inappropriate setting of coefficients and additional runs of the
optimizer are required [23]. Another challenge is that
in some problems small changes in coefficients could
create significant change in the result [24].
The main drawback in using single-criteria optimization method for our problem is that it produces
single result, compared to multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) [25] which produce a set
of Pareto optimal solutions, based on which decision
maker can make informed decision. MOEA operate
on a generational population that presents set of individuals, an encoded solution, which could be represented
n as the binary vector x = (x1 , . . . , xb ) where b =
i=1 |ae(vi )|. Each bit represents if available security
element is applied to associated construction element.
No matter which MOEA algorithm is chosen for
finding the solution, for each individual there are many
repeated changes of search space and consequently
searches for critical paths. Applying security elements
to construction elements changes vertices properties,
affecting an adversary’s critical path.
We introduce the algorithm that takes into consideration knowledge acquired during searches to avoid
unnecessary calculation, as shown in Figure 5. The
main concept is to check if the intersection of known
solutions and proposed solution is an empty set. If
proposed security elements do not have an impact on
known critical path, then there is no need to calculate
the critical path. If there is no knowledge about proposed security elements placement, then the algorithm
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will find the critical path, calculate solution quality and
cost, and add it to the list of found solutions.
For the purpose of explanation of how domain experienced search algorithm operates, the sample graph is
created, as shown at Figure 6, consisting of seven nodes
{A, B, C, D, E, F, G}, connected with eleven edges, where
the starting node is node A and the target node for
adversary attack is node G. During the optimization
process, different algorithms may propose individuals
as problem solutions. An algorithm is creating tree-like
structure of found solutions, organized in such a way
that it’s possible to decide if new a search is necessary
or if existing solutions could be used, as shown in the
next examples.
As shown at Figure 6, position 1, if there are no security elements placed, the optimal path for the adversary
is {A, C, E, G}. For proposed individuals that place
security elements at nodes B, D and F nodes only, the
intersection with set {A, C, E, G} would be an empty set.
That means that proposed security elements would not
influence the change of the critical path. The proposed
algorithm would not initiate an update of the search
space and the calculation of the critical path would
become unnecessary because known solution {A, C, E,
G} already exists.
The evaluation of individual that consists of set {B,
C, F} would take two steps. The intersection of the initial critical path {A, C, E, G} and individual {B, C, F}
is set {C}. In the first step, an algorithm applies a security element at node C, updates the search space and
searches for the critical path. The critical path in our
example, when security element is applied at node C, is
{A, B, D, E, G} as shown at position 2 of Figure 6. In the
next step, the initial set with active nodes {A, C, E, G}
is united with nodes that are on critical path {B, D} and

Figure 5. Optimization ﬂowchart using domain experienced exploration.
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Figure 6. Explanation of domain experienced search algorithm.

now the algorithm calculates {A, B, C, D, E, G} ∩ {B, C,
F} = {B, C}. The intersection is not an empty set, so the
search space is updated by placing security elements at
nodes {B, C} and new calculated critical path is {A, C,
E, G}, as shown at position 3. Node F from initial individual has no influence at critical path {A, C, E, G} so
further exploration is not necessary.
Based on this exploration, if individual {C, F} is evaluated, a new calculation of the critical path is avoided.
In the first step {A, C, E, G} ∩ {C, F} equals {C} and
there is already information about critical path {A, B, D,
E, G} for the search space with active node C. Therefore,
there is no need to calculate that critical path. Node F
has no influence, so the previously calculated solution
is returned, without the need to update the search space
and find the critical path.

The second example is with individual {B, C, D,
E} and in the first step {A, C, E, G} ∩ {B, C, D, E}
equals {C, E}. There is not a known solution for {C,
E} so security elements are applied and a new critical path {A, B, D, F, G}, as shown in position 4 of
Figure 1, is found and stored as a new sub solution. In
the next step, intersection {A, B, C, D, E, F, G} ∩ {B,
C, D, E} equals {B, C, D, E}, and critical path {A, C,
E, G}, shown in position 5, is found. The new intersection is the same, so this solution is returned as a
result.
The individual in our third example is {C, E, F} and
in the first step {A, C, E, G} ∩ {C, E, F} equals {C, E}. The
algorithm finds existing sub solution, at position 4, with
critical path {A, B, D, F, G}. In the next step, intersection
{A, B, C, D, E, F, G} ∩ {C, E, F} equals {C, E, F}. There

Figure 7. Domain experienced exploration algorithm pseudo-code.
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is not an existing sub solution, so the algorithm applies
security elements at {C, E, F} and searches for the critical path. The found solution {A, B, D, E, G}, shown in
position 6, is added as a sub solution of {A, B, D, F, G},
position 4.
The last example is with individual {B, E}. In the first
step {A, C, E, G} ∩ {B, E} = {E} and the new critical
path is {A, C, D, F, G} (position 7). Node B is not on the
critical path, so exploration is not continued.
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Algorithm details are presented in Figure 7.

4. Experimental setup
4.1. Test dataset and test environment
A multi-objective search for an optimal solution was
performed using the HeuristicLab framework for evolutionary algorithms that was developed by members of

Figure 8. Autodesk Revit “rac_advanced_sample” building.

Figure 9. The entry level and ﬁrst level ﬂoor plans of RAC_advanced_sample.
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Figure 10. Test facility A, represented as graph.

Figure 11. Test facility B, represented as graph.

Figure 12. Results of Facility A optimization.
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the Heuristic and Evolutionary Algorithms Laboratory
(HEAL) since 2002 [26]. Multiple objective optimization was performed using a computationally fast elitist evolutionary algorithm based on a non-dominated
sorting approach NSGA-II (Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm II) [27]. It finds the spread of solutions near the true Pareto-optimal front. Population
size, number of evaluations, mutation and crossover
probabilities, presented in experiments results, are
selected after numerous experiments with different
parameters of genetic algorithms. Lower numbers of
population size and the number of evaluations generated lower quality results, while increasing them didn’t
contribute to better results.
Evaluation algorithm was written in. Net Framework, using C# programming language syntax.
Facility samples used to run tests were made
using “RAC_Advanced_sample”, available as Autodesk

Table 1. Experimental results for facility A.
Running
sum of
New
Running
DEX2
Avoided solutions
sum of
Search no. evaluations evaluations evaluations found

Improved
solutions

Algorithm:
1
2
3
4
5

NSGA-II, Population size: 500, Generations: 200, Mutation
probability: 0%, Crossover probability: 90%
2.010.000 1.087.000
46%
435
–
4.020.000 2.197.108
45%
295
124
6.030.000 3.506.118
42%
191
116
8.040.000 4.623.331
42%
149
181
10.050.000 5.755.194
43%
68
90

1
2
3
4
5

NSGA-II, Population size: 500, Generations: 200, Mutation
probability: 5%, Crossover probability: 90%
2.010.000 1.524.477
24%
451
–
4.020.000 3.171.812
21%
276
81
6.030.000 4.595.692
24%
213
191
8.040.000 6.099.798
24%
137
118
10.050.000 7.355.339
27%
93
280
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Revit® 2020 distribution. Building has three floors –
entry level, first and second floor, as shown at Figure 8.
Entry level and first floor were used to create test
models (Figure 9). Computer room on first floor (room
no. 222) has been selected as target position.
Two test models were created to evaluate a dependence of domain experienced exploration evaluator
performance to the number of facility elements and
dependence on number of entry elements. The first
test model represents a standard commercial building.
The building has glass elements at entry levels that
an adversary can use for entrance into the building.
Glass elements at first floor were not used as possible entrance elements in this experiment. The second test model represents the same building as the
high security facility. Glass elements are replaced with
walls and only two windows are available as entry
points.
The first test model (Facility A), as shown in
Figure 10, is represented as a graph, consisting of 85
nodes, where 20 of them are entry nodes. The nodes
are denoted with different colours that represents element type. Yellow nodes represent doors, green nodes
represent rooms and blue represent windows. Rooms
and doors that are not represented as nodes are not
important as they would be pruned in first step of the
optimization process.
Second test model (Facility B), is shown in Figure 11
and, represented as a graph, consists of 50 nodes, where
7 of them are entry nodes.

5. Experimental results
Figure 12 shows two sets of solutions proposed for
Facility A, presented as Pareto fronts, found using

Figure 13. Comparison of iterations with and without DEX2 – Facility A.
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Table 2. Experimental results for facility B.
Running
sum of
New
Running
DEX2
Avoided solutions
sum of
Search no. evaluations evaluations evaluations found

Improved
solutions

NSGA-II, Population size: 200, Generations: 200, Mutation
Algorithm:
probability: 0%, Crossover probability: 90%
1
281.400
206.839
26%
189
–
2
562.800
340.533
39%
135
25
3
844.200
523.768
38%
85
55
4
1.125.600
685.735
39%
66
29
5
1.407.000
886.320
37%
67
53

1
2
3
4
5

NSGA-II, Population size: 300, Generations: 300, Mutation
probability: 5%, Crossover probability: 90%
632.100
323.909
49%
247
–
1.264.200
589.623
53%
169
36
1.896.300
918.673
52%
122
13
2.528.400
1.242
51%
70
60
3.160.500
1.520
52%
54
79

NSGA-II with two algorithm setups. Both setups run
genetic algorithm with 500 generations, each having
200 individuals. The first setup does not use the mutation method, and the second setup mutates 5% of parent
individuals when creating the new generation. As the
graph in Figure 12 shows, the mutation method helps
in finding more diverse solutions.
The first experiment results, presented in Table 1,
compare the number of evaluations with and without a knowledge-based evaluator for Facility A. The
NSGA-II algorithm is run in five sequential runs
and the domain exploration algorithm keeps exploration knowledge for each run. Solution results found
after each run are compared to all previous results

Figure 14. Results of Facility B optimization.

to calculate the count of new and improved results.
Table 1 shows results for two NSGA-II setups, and difference between them is that column “Running sum
of evaluations” values are the running sums evaluation
when DEX2 algorithm is not used. In this experiment,
each NSGA-II run executes 2.010.000 evaluations. Column “Running sum of DEX2 evaluations” presents the
running sum of number of evaluations when domain
experienced exploration algorithm is applied to evaluation process. Comparisons of running sums of evaluations, with and without DEX2 applied, show that
usage of domain experienced exploration algorithm
decreases the number of iterations, as shown in column “Avoided evaluations” and graphically presented
in Figure 13. Mutation probability decreases algorithm
optimization effectiveness as more mutated individuals require more significant branching in the search
tree. Column “New solutions found” presents count of
new solutions found, compared to all previous NSGAII runs. Column “Improved solutions” is the number of
newly found solutions that offer higher probability that
an adversary will be stopped, compared to previously
found solutions with the same budget.
Figure 14 shows two sets of solutions proposed
for Facility B, presented as Pareto fronts, found using
NSGA-II with two algorithm setups. The first algorithm
setup has 200 generations, 200 individuals per generation and doesn’t use the mutation method, while
second setup has population of 300 individuals, 300
generations and 5% mutation. A bigger population size
and greater number of generations in the second setup

AUTOMATIKA
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Figure 15. Comparison of iterations with and without DEX2 – Facility B.

find more dominant solutions compared to the first
setup, as seen in Figure 14.
Experiment results for facility B are presented in
Table 2. The goal of this experiment is to explore
the influence of graph branching and the number of
generations to DEX2 algorithm effectiveness. Results
show that, compared to the previous experiment, larger
number of entry nodes and graph branching increases
algorithm effectiveness. Also, as Figure 15 shows that, a
higher number generations produce a greater number
of similar solutions that causes the algorithm to have
higher effectiveness.

6. Conclusion
The objective analysis and optimization of physical
protection systems require mathematical model and
multi-objective search algorithm. In real-world scenarios, facilities that are being protected are comprised of
a large number of construction elements and a variety of available security elements. In this paper we
presented a method that reduces the number of evaluation searches, by initial pruning of search space and
by using experience from previous domain exploration.
For each proposed solution the algorithm will check
if there is existing knowledge that helps to avoid any
unnecessary search for critical paths and calculation of
cost and solution quality. The benefit of applying this
algorithm is that reducing the number of evaluations
shortens the time of the optimization. It is not an optimal method if the graph model representing the facility
layout has the form of a grid, in which case the new critical paths are predominantly found for each proposed
solution and the algorithm cannot use previously found
results.
Our algorithm was empirically evaluated on two
facilities that represent real-world projects, having different problem sizes and facility layouts. We used

NSGA-II as an evolutionary multi-objective algorithm
to propose solutions and to create Pareto front.
Experiments showed that our method improves
evaluation by pruning the search space and avoiding
unnecessary searches, where some results showed significant reduction in searches. The advantage of our
algorithm concept is that accumulated domain exploration knowledge can be used with different multiobjective algorithms, configured with various parameters, run at same problem, avoiding unnecessary
searches. Example is running the genetic algorithm
with different parameters.
Proposed evaluation algorithm could be used in
other problem domains where search space, and
consequently critical path, changes dynamically based
on proposed solution.
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